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Hot Air Balloon & Falconry Tour 

Experience a wonderful, tranquil balloon ride with only the occasional blast of the gas burner to disturb the peace. Our balloon rides 

take place over the beautiful red desert sands near Fossil Rock between 

Dubai and Hatta. The Best time for the flights is at sunrise. 

Feel the cool dawn air as you float only a few meters above the red 

dunes, then be awestruck as the mesmerizing landscape unfolds below 

you. View the giant dunes, the moon-like landscape of the rugged Hajj 

mountains to the east, and the "21st century" skyline of Dubai to the 

west as you rise high into the immense blue of the desert sky. 

Whether you are on holiday in Dubai or a local, the views on offer 

from our hot air balloon rides will take you to new levels of 

appreciation and awe of the desert and it's unique landscape. 

The actual flight is approximately one hour. 

Tour schedule is early morning. 

Rising early for a sunrise flight is a minor inconvenience 

when compared to the breathtaking views and incredible 

desert scapes. It is also the best time for flying as the cool and 

serene ambience adds to the experience. 

Pick-up times from hotels and meeting points will be earlier 

depending on the hotel you are staying in.  Please allow about 

four (4) hours for the whole tour. 

Child age allowed is from 6 yrs to 12 yrs old 

Itinerary/Program: 
•    Hotel transfers from hotels within the urban areas of  

Dubai 

•    Approx. one hour balloon flight 

•    Cold drinks (water, fruit juices) after the flight 

•    Flight certificate 

•    Falconry watching 

•    Gourmet breakfast 

USD. 330.00  Per adult (4-6 guests) 

USD. 320.00  Per adult (8-10 guests) 

 
Includes transport to and from hotel and breakfast. 

 

 

Jumeirah Business Center 5, Cluster W, Office 1506, 

Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai, UAE. 

Tel: +9714-4579357, +97155-9478038 

Email: avoyager@eim.ae 

Web site: www.arabianvoyagers.com 
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